Abstract. In this paper, I present an algorithm called Raffica algorithm for SingleSource Shortest Path(SSSP). On random graph, this algorithm has linear time complexity(in expect). More precisely, the random graph uses configuration model, and the weights are distributed mostly positively. It is also linear for random grid graphs. Despite I made an assumption on the weights of the random graph, this algorithm is able to solve SSSP with arbitrary weights; when a negative cycle exists, this algorithm can find it out once traversed. The algorithm has a lot of appliances.
improved algorithm is so-called Raffica algorithm. Considering that the single source shortest path forms a tree, I denote it as an Auxiliary Tree and use a breadth-firstlike search to maintain it. The relaxing operation in priority-queue-based Dijkstra's algorithm only happens once on each vertex. But it may happen a lot of times on every vertex in Raffica algorithm. Fortunately, using Auxiliary Tree and my optimization, it can cut down so many trivial relaxing that each vertex is relaxed expecting Θ(1) times in random graph. The operation that cuts the relaxing down is called 'Raffica'. Predicting the average count of x-depth node, I can control the density of Raffica operation. When Auxiliary Tree fails to maintain, it turns out to be a cycle on the tree. It means there exists a negative cycle, therefore the problem has no solution.
The configuration model [?] [?] is a random graph model based on half-edge matching. Define a random multi-graph G * (N, (d i ) N 1 ) with a given degree sequence (d i ) N 1 . d i half-edges are associated to each node i. All the half-edges are matched uniformly to become an edge. Therefore, a multi-graph allowing self-loops was created. The weights of the edges are given by a weight sequence. The Raffica algorithm can solve the arbitrary-weight SSSP, however, I have to assume the weight is mostly non-negative, else the negative cycle will be found in sublinear time. Except this constraint, the distribution of the weights can be arbitrary.
Negative cycle detecting is also a common model. System of Difference Constraints is an example. Comparing with SPFA, Raffica algorithm can find the negative cycle once traversed.
Raffica algorithm is O(M N ) in worst case scenario, while SPFA is O(M N ) too. However, the worst case scenario of Raffica algorithm will hardly appear in traffic problems(in other words, a random near-grid graph), while SPFA will easily fall into the worst case scenario by grid graph. The method to improve the worst case of my algorithm is only to reconstruct the graph, or to change the method of searching instead of a breadth first search. However, the common reconstruct method is still an open problem. Though, my algorithm is still practical in traffic problems and random graphs.
Following these conclusions, we can solve the All-Pairs Shortest Path(APSP) problem in O(M N ) on random graphs in expect, which is better than Floyd Algorithm [15] . We can solve the minimum average weight cycle problem by simply using dichotomy and Raffica algorithm, therefore we get a O(M lg W ) solution in expect, where W stands the maximum weight of the graph.
Preliminaries.
The following graph is a directed weighted graph G = (V, E, W ), W ∈ N. As an SSSP problem, we denote the source vertex as S. M is the count of edges while N is the count of vertices.
Auxiliary Tree T = (V, F ) is a tree used in Raffica algorithm.
The hop-diameter of the graph is defined as the maximum count of vertices on the shortest path u → v on each u, v ∈ V . It is denoted as D. On a sparse random graph, D = log N in expect [?] .
SP Tree T = (V, F ) is the Shortest Path Tree of the SSSP. Auxiliary Tree is convergent during the Raffica algorithm. Finally, it will be the same as SP Tree.
F i stands the father node of i on any tree. The depth of a vertex indexed x is denoted as d x or depth x . It stands the count of vertices on the path from source S to x. d S = 1.
Both Auxiliary Tree and SP Tree are rooted by S; Inqueue is an array saving the label whether the vertex should be in queue, Inqueue i denotes whether the vertex i is in queue. dis x is the distance S → x of the SSSP problem. Relaxing is an operation on an edge from Bellman-Ford Algorithm and Dijkstra's Algorithm. When an edge E = (u → v, w) is relax-able, it means dis u + w < dis v .
Denote the iteration count of a vertex X is how many vertices it visited from the source vertex S to x, in other words, the depth on the Auxiliary Tree. An iteration of a BFS-like algorithm(i.e. the following SPFA and Raffica algorithm) is a series of relaxing where the iteration counts are equal.
During the iteration, I call the vertex in queue as the Dark Point.
Fig. 1. Example Graph
For example, if the vertex 1 is the source S, then the iteration count of vertex 1 is 1, the count of vertex 2 and 3 is 2, the count of vertex 4 and 5 is 3.
The random graph uses the configuration model described in [?] and [?] . For the node indexed i ∈ [1, N ], the degree sequence d i describe the count of the half-edges to be associated. Two half-edges will be paired uniformly to form an undirected edge. Though, it is assumed the performance on undirected random graph is similar to directed one. The degree sequence is given by (d i )
without loss of generality, the weights satisfy i.i.d.(identically distributed) distribution in (−1, 1). We assume the expectation of the weight is higher than 0, and the non-negative weights should occur with high probability(w.h.p.), because the often appearing negative weights will make it exist some negative cycles in averagely a constant neighborhood from S, making Raffica Algorithm solve in sublinear time complexity.
2.1. Bellman-Ford Algorithm. Bellman-Ford Algorithm [4] is a classic algorithm solving the SSSP on arbitrary weighted graph. It uses relaxing to iterate and after N −1 times iteration, we get the answer. If in the N th iteration there is any vertex relaxed, those vertices form negative cycle(s). The following pseudocode describes how SPFA works. Proof. Obviously the solution includes all the vertices reachable. Suppose the solution of the SSSP includes a cycle, and X is a vertex on the cycle. It means if we go through the cycle from X to X, the distance does not increase. If the sum of the weight of the whole cycle is positive, it will not be the SSSP, because going through this cycle will get a worse answer. If the weight of the cycle is zero, we need not go through this cycle. If negative, we will go through the cycle for infinite times, so that the answer does not exist. So the solution of SSSP does not include any cycles.
The method is pretty simple. Maintain the Auxiliary Tree. When relaxing an edge E : u → v, we set v as u's son on the Auxiliary Tree T . If v already has a father, we break the edge v.f ather → v on the Auxiliary Tree and reset v.f ather as u. This operation is called 'Raf f ica (u, v)'. Then we successfully maintain a tree, except that v is an ancestor of u on the tree.
If v is an ancestor of u on the tree, this SSSP has a negative cycle u → ... → u. When we can relax E : u → v, it means dis u + E.w < dis v . If this inequality comes to a cycle during the iteration, it only means that there is a negative cycle. Therefore, the SSSP problem has no solutions. So what we maintain is absolutely a tree.
For the BFS can traverse all these vertices reachable, if there is a negative cycle reachable, we can absolutely find it.
So finding a cycle on the Auxiliary Tree is the necessary and sufficient condition of existing a reachable negative cycle.
Theorem. Shortest Path(SP) can be divided into smaller SP.
i.e. If SP u → v includes vertex a, we can conclude that u → a and a → v on the SP u → v are also SP in smaller problems.
During the iteration, suppose there is a vertex u in the queue, and its ancestor v is just Raffica-ed. Before Raffica-ed, dis v + (dis u − dis v ) = dis u . (dis u − dis v ) means the length of the shortest path from v to u. After Raffica-ed, dis v become lower, so dis u should become lower too, due to the Theorem 2nd. For the vertex u is still in queue, it uses an earlier distance data, so we can remove u from the queue, else there will be redundant relaxing. So we clear the in-queue label of v's subtree when Raf f ica (u, v).
Consider the status of the picture. In a relaxation 1 → 3, supposing 2 is the earlier father of 3. After Raf f ica (1, 3), 2 no longer has a child 3. Vertex 1 obtains a child 3.
Suppose that 4 and 5 are in queue at this time, we consider the updating dis 4 and dis 5 . It is still using the old data. In other words, it still believe the best path is 2 → 3 → 4 and 2 → 3 → 5. But we have already known 1 → 3 is better than 2 → 3, so we should let 4 and 5 out of the queue, while 3 is in the queue, using the newest result, considering 1 → 3 is the best. In the next iteration, 4 and 5 will consider 1 → 3 → 4 and 1 → 3 → 5 as the shortest path.
If we did not do this Raffica(i.e. SPFA), we will update 4's son and 5's son using 2 → 3 → 4 and 2 → 3 → 5 in the first iteration, and using 1 → 3 → 4 and 1 → 3 → 5 in the second iteration. If we would Raffica a lot in Raffica algorithm, and the SP Tree is tall, SP F A will be very slow, because the new data will override the old data during every iteration. Although there is a lot of Rafficas, Raffica algorithm would not update all the subtree of SP Tree in average. It will update the subtree of Auxiliary Tree, which is not very tall.
In fact, it is common that a graph is done many Rafficas while having a tall SP Tree: a grid graph is one of the example, where SPFA runs slow and Raffica algorithm runs fast.
If we need to find out a negative cycle, we consider if v is the ancestor of v. If yes, there exists a negative cycle. We would simply use a DFS to check it, because DFS costs the same time as Raffica.
For random graphs, I use a different approach to make sure it is linear. It will be shown on Section 5.2. Proof. I use a Mathematical Induction to prove it will return a correct answer. Firstly, a tree consisted of a vertex obviously meets the condition. Considering a relax, if it causes no Raffica, obviously it meets the condition. If it causes a Raf f ica(u, v), the subtree of v is cut, it also meets the condition.
And now I am going to prove this algorithm will come to an end. Fist I prove a vertex cannot be Rafficaed more than N-2 times. Consider a vertex X. Except the first time visited, because Raffica algorithm goes through the SP Tree, BFS costs N −1 iterations, which is the maximum possible height of SP Tree. For every iteration, only a vertex can Raffica X, because in a path from S to a leaf, there is no more than one vertex in the queue.
After the Rafficas for every vertices, it remains a BFS. So absolutely the algorithm will come to an end. In real life, there may be little vertices with O(N ) output like the above figure. In Section 8, I will show that this case can be improved. The unimprovable worst case scenario appears in a desperately extreme status, unlike the worst case of SPFA.
Random Graph. Raffica algorithm A BFS is obviously O(M ), we consider the extra complexity caused by Raffica.
Firstly, the count of Raffica is no more than M (due to the correctness proof). On the Auxiliary Tree, one's ancestor can not be in queue with it. Suppose there is a leaf vertex X. S → X is a series of edges from root to leaf.
Theorem. When an edge E = (u, v) in the final SP tree is accessed, u and v will not be Raffica-ed.
Proof. There will not be any path shorter than the final SP Tree. Once it is accessed, there are no solutions better than this solution. So both u and v will not be Raffica-ed. Due to [3] , there is a property on the neighborhoods from S:
are all tight sequence of random variables, which means they are convergent to 0 w.h.p. Here W n (u, v) stands for the distance between u and v on a graph consist of n nodes, where u and v are uniformly chosen in [1, n] . H n (u, v) stands for the hop-distance between u and v(hop-distance is defined by the count of edges on the shortest path). D n (u, v) stands for the distance between u and v without consideration of weight. It shows that the vertices are mainly distributed in a small interval on the hop-distance and distance. Due to [2] , the diameter is O(log N ).
Consider each path from the root to the leaf. Basically, the density of Raffica is defined by the count of iterations between 2 Rafficas. The extra cost of Raf f ica(u, v) is the size of the subtree rooted by v. The total cost of the Raffica operation is the sum of all the extra costs. Theorem R. Suppose the density of Raffica is a constant w.h.p., our algorithm should be linear in expectation.
Therefore, the improvement is:
For it is a random graph, we can predict the average distribution of x-depth vertices and x-depth Raffica counts before the algorithm. We randomly add some Raffica due to the distribution, so that the density tends to 0.5 in probability. More precisely, we select some edges that cannot fit the triangle inequality during the iteration, and disassemble its subtree. The two vertices connected by the edge should be on the adjacent depth. Those chosen edges would be Rafficaed due to the selection of probability.
It seems that adding more Raffica will simply make the algorithm slower. However, it cuts down the average size of the subtree, making its total average time shorter.
Proof of Theorem R
Denote the count of vertices that is on the i-depth from S as Γ i (S), and
. Easily, Γ i (S) is monotone decreasing with variable i. Proof. Due to [?] , dis u tends to infinity w.h.p. T a (i) was defined by the radius of the ball centered by S that contains k vertices. More precisely,
N log N (two balls of size at least β N intersect almost surely), α N i β N , some constant number v, , µ, define
For Γ i (S) is monotone decreasing with i, T a (i) is monotone increasing with i. We would only consider T a (α N ), for the corresponding Γ depthi is largest. Its inverse function is:
The inverse function satisfies T −1
The expecting time of Raffica is:
It is worth mentioning that this optimization should not work better than the original one on small test cases. This optimization always makes the enter-queue count tend to O(M ), while the original one makes the enter-queue count tend to O(M log N ). The factor under the signal O causes this phenomenon. Now we know that the total cost by Raffica is O(M ). The question turns out to be how much time does other operations cost. It looks like very slow to check and update a subtree of E.v, because each DFS may cost O(M ). However, the subtree to be maintained and to be checked, is the same size as Raffica operator, making the other operations using DFS the same cost as Raffica. The conclusion is, Raffica Algorithm has Θ(M ) time complexity in expect on random graph. SPFA For SPFA, I give an upper bound. The difference between SP F A and Raffica algorithm is SPFA does not clear the in-queue label of the subtree of the Dark Point. According to [2] , the diameter of a random graph is D = O(log N ). The upper bound is O(M log N ).
When SPFA deals with negative cycle, its expect time complexity is Θ(M N ), while Raffica algorithm is Θ(M ). Because SPFA judges a negative cycle by checking how many times any vertices be in queue. If one enters the queue N times, there turns out to be a negative cycle. For each iteration, there are totally expecting Θ(N ) vertices in queue. Raffica algorithm gets the existence of a negative cycle when it traverses a negative cycle. Therefore, the time complexity is Θ(M ). SPFA runs slow in this graph, while Raffica algorithm runs in linear complexity. Using a similar way, when N tends to infinity, the density of Raffica is made to be 0.5. In the same way, the time is Θ(M ).
Consider SPFA. The diameter of the grid graph is Θ(N ), therefore the time of Raffica is Θ(N ). The density of Raffica tends to O(1). The total cost is Θ(N ) * Θ(N ) * O(1) = Θ(N 2 ) in expect. In fact, SPFA's time complexity depends on the height of the SP tree and the density of Raffica. Actually, the grid graph is not the only one of the graphs that SPFA runs slow. If both the height and the density are huge, SPFA also runs slow. This status often appears in traffic SSSP problems. In random graph or traffic problem, Raffica algorithm has linear complexity, which is absolutely fastest. Thorup's algorithm is also linear, which should be the fastest too. But it can only handle undirected graph, and it is very complex.
Applications.
7.1. System of Difference Constraints. System of Difference Constraints is a problem handling a series of inequality X i − X j < k. It can be easily transformed to a SSSP problem. It is widely used to many applications, such as temporal reasoning.
Set a vertex S as the super source vertex. Transform the inequality X i − X j < k to X i + (−k) < X j . For each inequality, add an edge X i → X j with weight −k. For each vertex X, add an edge S → X with weight 0. Then regard S as source, the solution of System of Difference Constraints is the solution of SSSP. If there exists any negative cycle, the solution does not exist.
The above graph stands for these constraints:
This system has no solutions because 1 → 2 → 4 → 1 is a negative cycle.
We want to know if this problem has any solutions. Therefore we want to find if this SSSP problem has a negative cycle.
Bellman-Ford Algorithm and SPFA cannot solve the find-negative-cycle problem very fast. If the problem is random one, Raffica algorithm can solve it in linear time. 8. Open problem. Figure 8 is the worst case scenario. This case may often appear in real life. We can easily transform it to the figure 6 scenario. For the vertex with many out degrees, we separate these edges into those vertices. It is easy to see the correctness of the transformation. And it is easier(linear) to solve by Raffica algorithm. Figure 9 is another status. The 0 vertex has a subtree looked like a binary-tree. We cannot handle it like the upper one. But we can hardly see it in real life. What we can do is to change the method of searching: not BFS or DFS, but an IDFS. I cannot quantitative the effect of this optimization yet.
In conclusion, if there is a vertex with a subtree on the SP Tree having O(N ) vertices in a particular depth, and we visit it in a particular way, so that those O(N ) vertices updated many times. And that is the worst case.
Another feature of the worst case is: there are some vertices visited many times. But even if we separate the in-degree, the in-degree may also appear like a binary-tree.
In this way, we can separate the in-degree and out-degree, improving the worst case to Θ(M N/ log N ). Reconstructing the graph remains an open problem.
We can also use priority queue to improve the worst case. Using an evaluation function, we can let it have a higher priority where the size of sub-tree is small. It can solve the binary-tree status, but it can not tackle all the statuses.
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